
 

Barre Forte Level 1 Instructor Exam  

Name: 

Email: 

Date of training:  

Master Teacher: 

Please complete the Level 1 written exam at a Barre Forte Location. No cell phones or instructor manuals are allowed. A score of 
80% is required before moving onto the audition phase. You will be allowed one re-take if you do not pass the first time. If you do 
not pass on your second attempt, you will be required to re-audit the Barre Forte Level 1 certification. After submission of the test 
a master instructor has two weeks to grade and contact you with a pass or fail. 
 

Section 1: Barre Basics [8 points total]  

1. How did barre originate? (1 pt) 
In 1967 Lotte Burke created barre as a rehabilitation tactic to help her recover from a back injury.  

  
2. What is the best way to describe barre to someone who is unfamiliar with the workout?  (2 pts) 

Low Impact, small moves, light weights, safe and effective combination of ballet, pilates and yoga.  
  

3. Barre is safe for all ages and athletic abilities? True/False (1 pt) 
 True 
 

4. Barre is High impact and easy on the joints? True/False (1 pt) 
False  

  
5. It is important to have a dance or fitness background to participate in Barre Classes? True/False (1 pt)  

False 
 

6. Is barre aerobic or anaerobic? (1 pt) 
Aerobic 

 
7. Where is the best place for a new client to stand? (1 pt) 

In front of a mirror  
 
 

Section 2: Instructor Presence and Interaction with Clients [9 points total]   

8. What are three important questions to ask a new client? (3 pts) 
Have you ever done barre? Do you have any injuries? What are you currently doing for fitness? 
 

9. When is an appropriate time to do class announcements? (1 pt) 
Before class, during stretches, after class 
 

10. Why is it important to exhaust a muscle group and stretch it out? (1 pt) 
Creates long, lean, “dancer” muscles. 
 
 





















 








